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Dear Professor, 
We are delighted to inform you that the 6th edition is now in print. The new edition provides the 

power of the new SmartBook adaptive reading experience, which allows you to engage your students so 
that they are better prepared when they come to class. With the introduction of the 6th, edition there will be 
new Video Cases and new iSeeIt! Videos coming in connect. At the end of this newsletter, we have 
included a preview of the new material in 6e. If you haven’t yet seen the 6e, request a sample from your 
McGraw-Hill rep or request it online here! 

We are thrilled to provide the GrewalLevy newsletter to empower you to provide current, cutting- 
edge examples of marketing in the classroom. 

The newsletter includes abstracts of current articles, notes on the applicable chapters in the textbook, 
and discussion questions, together with their answers. The newsletter also features current videos. We hope 
you will find the visual and comprehensive topic coverage useful. The newsletter is also accessible at 
grewallevymarketing.com. We encourage you to tell us how you use the newsletter. Please send your 
feedback to mlevy@babson.edu. 

Sincerely, 

Dhruv Grewal and Michael Levy 

www.grewallevymarketing.com 
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Videos: 

“Apple Watch Series 4 Review: Why I Finally Fell for 

This Wearable” 
 The new Apple Watch 4 is not only connecting people to their

phones, improvements in technology allow the device to detect

dangerous falls and alert emergency services. With this life saving

addition Apple is able to broaden its target market and improve their

brand image all at once.

 Use with Chapters 9, 11 & 13

 4:52 minutes

 https://www.wsj.com/articles/apple-watch-series-4-review-why-i- 

finally-fell-for-this-wearable-1538485200

“Facebook announces Portal, an Echo Show rival focused 

on Video chat” 
 Can Facebook win over the skeptics with proper product branding and

marketing? The Portal offers a chance for redemption as Facebook

recovers from one of the largest data breaches.

 Use with Chapters 2, 9, 11, 12

 1:10 minutes

 https://www.theverge.com/circuitbreaker/2018/10/8/17928554/face

book-portal-announced-camera-price-video-chat

“Amazon Accelerating Private-Label Brands” 
 Amazon’s private label brand has grown substantially over the past 10

years and proven its success. As the company begins pushing these

products even more people question the quality and strategy behind its

promotional freebies.

 Use with Chapters 2, 4 & 11

 1:09 minutes

 https://www.twice.com/retailing/this-week-in-amazon- 

accelerating-private-label-brands
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The Portal: ANew Product Offering from Facebook (with 

an Assist from Amazon) 
Mike Isaac and Brian X. Chen, “Facebook’s New Gadget Is a Video-Chat Screen with a Camera that Follows You,” The New York Times, 

October 8, 2018; Paresh Dave, “Facebook Debuts Smart Speaker for Messenger Video Calls,” Reuters, October 8, 2018 

Use with Chapter 3, “Social and Mobile Marketing,” and Chapter 12, “Developing New Products” 

 

The new Portal and Portal Plus from Facebook are 

video-enabled smart speakers that support easy video 

chats. Designed to follow users as they move, the 

wide-angle camera embedded in the Portal makes 

people’s digital interactions more fluid and natural, 

rather than forcing video chatters to sit still or else 

adjust the screens manually any time they move. It 

also offers touchscreen functionalities and links 

seamlessly with Facebook’s Messenger service. 

The introduction seems logical; an estimated 400 

million people already use Messenger to make calls each month. It also aligns with Facebook’s 

stated mission of bringing people together, encouraging them to make visual contact with loved 

ones far away, even as they go about their daily activities. With the Portal, people who likely 

already use Facebook to keep in touch thus can continue to do so, through an alternative channel 

that is richer, more personal, and more immediate. But in other ways, the introduction appears less 

than logical. In particular, Facebook is not known for its hardware. Applying its brand to a physical 

product, rather than a social media site, may seem foreign to consumers, and in previous efforts, 

such as a Facebook-branded smartphone, the experiments have not met with great success. 

Noting this concern, Facebook accordingly entered into a collaboration with an apparent 

competitor to produce the Portal. That is, the Portal represents an extended use of Amazon’s Alexa 

technology, moving from solely voice-activated to video options. The insights and technical 

knowledge it gained from this collaboration helped Facebook innovate in a field in which it has 

little experience. 

Other challenges may require a bit more consideration though. In particular, Facebook has been 

rocked by several recent privacy scandals, making questions about how the Portal will collect and 

use people’s personal conversations, appearance, and locations highly salient. To address concerns 

that it might listen in without permission, the Portal features a passcode lock, and users can shut 

down the microphone and video functions with a single button. Furthermore, Facebook promises 

users that all the data from their video chats are encrypted and never saved. However, such 

promises may not be very convincing in the modern era of data breaches and hacks. 

Still, the appeal of the devices—such as letting two friends share a Spotify listening session or 

giving grandparents a means to read a story to their distant grandchildren—may overcome these 

concerns. An estimated 16 percent of U.S. shoppers indicate that they plan to purchase a smart 

speaker sometime soon, so getting in on this growing market has clear appeal for Facebook. 
Discussion Question: 

1. Can Facebook convincingly innovate and sell a physical product? What limitations does it face in 

doing so? 

2. Are consumers who already use Messenger likely to adopt the Portal? What about those who do 

not? 
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Taking the Temperature of Consumers and the Consumer 

Market: Clorox and Smart Thermometers 
Sapna Maheshwari, “This Thermometer Tells Your Temperature, Then Tells Firms Where to Advertise,” The New York Times, 

October 23, 2018 

Use with Chapter 9, “Segmentation, Targeting, and Positioning” 

An innovative new thermometer links with an 

app, allowing consumers to track their temperature 

data easily over time. Such an offering holds great 

appeal for many people, especially sleep-deprived 

parents who need to keep track, in the middle of the 

night when their child wakens with a fever, whether 

that fever is rising, breaking, or staying the same. 

But consumers are not the only ones who find the 

innovation appealing. For Clorox, the big data 

gathered from these smart thermometers give it 

precise, in-depth information about where it needs to target its advertising, by revealing which 

geographic locations are suffering from high rates of fevers. That is, when the aggregated data in 

a particular area show that many people likely have the flu, as signaled by their high 

temperatures, Clorox can bump up advertising and promotions for its disinfectant products, 

which will likely resonate with the advice consumers are getting from their medical professionals 

to disinfect their homes carefully to limit the spread of the virus. 

The flu virus is really pertinent, in that it reappears every year and ultimately spreads 

throughout the entire country. But its spread and effects are not consistent; it usually starts in a 

specific area, hits certain regions hard, and is mild in other regions. The pattern is nearly 

impossible to predict. Thus in the past, Clorox would simply buy a mass advertising package 

everywhere in the country, sometime around flu season. Such an approach was less than 

efficient, because it meant spending scarce advertising budgets to spread the message in areas 

where few people had caught the flu. 

The company that makes the thermometer and linked app, Kinsa, notes that the data it 

aggregates and sells are unique because of their specificity. For example, companies might track 

consumers’ social media and search engine behaviors, looking for trends that suggest a lot of 

people are looking up flu symptoms. But that information, while better than nothing, still 

contains a lot of noise. People might simply be reading articles about the current strain of the flu 

virus without having caught it. Rather than indicating people “talking about the illness,” the 

thermometer-gathered data reveal “actual illness,” according to the company founder and CEO. 

Moreover, the company promises that it shares its data only with companies, like Clorox, 

whose offerings are designed to benefit public health. It has partnered with a telemedicine firm, 

in the belief that people suffering from an illness would benefit from easy access to medical 

advice. 

Accordingly, users can share their Kinsa temperature data with the online health provider easily, 

with one click. 
Discussion Questions: 

1. What kind of segmentation tools does a smart thermometer offer to companies? 
2. Can you imagine any ethical concerns associated with this device? Explain. 
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Establishing the Need-to-Know Guidelines for Privacy: 

Google Makes a Judgment Call 
Douglas MacMillan and Robert McMillan, “Google Exposed User Data, Feared Repercussions of Disclosing to Public,” The 

Wall Street Journal, October 8, 2018. 

Use with Chapter 4, “Marketing Ethics,” and Chapter 12, “Developing New Products” 
 

When Alphabet Inc. launched its Google+ social 

network, it was hoping to introduce a new service 

that would compete effectively with Facebook, by 

attracting its Gmail and G Suite users to add 

Google+ to their daily activities. As is true of many 

new product and service introductions though, 

Google+ has been plagued by challenges, and it 

never quite achieved the reach that Alphabet had 

hoped to attain. In this sense, it remains unlike 

Facebook. 

But in another sense, Google+ offers a striking 

similarity to Facebook: It too was subject to a massive data breach, similar to the infamous 

Cambridge Analytica scandal. Specifically, starting some time in 2015 and extending into early 

2018, when the loophole was finally discovered, developers working within the Google+ 

network were able to access vast data, including not just information that users explicitly gave 

them permission to view but also other, unpermitted information from these users, as well as data 

about their unwitting friends. A glitch in the interface meant that these developers could access 

even information that friends of the users had marked as private. 

Perhaps even more notable is what Google did once it uncovered the problem though. Arguing 

that it could not precisely identify who had been affected or the extent to which their data were 

vulnerable, an internal memo (which came to light only recently) recommended that the 

company avoid disclosing the incident. The rationale was that because these data spanned such a 

long period of time, the relevant activity logs already had been discarded. Furthermore, Google 

does not track what developers do with users’ data, so it could not reach out to affected 

consumers to alert them. 

But the internal memo also reveals another, perhaps less compelling justification for refusing to 

disclose the breach. It notes that the disclosure would probably invoke “immediate regulatory 

interest,” spark comparisons with the Cambridge Analytica scandal, force Google’s CEO to 

testify in regulatory hearings, and, ultimately, cause substantial damage to the company’s 

reputation. 

There are no precise regulations in the United States for when a company must disclose 

privacy breaches. Although the recently passed European General Data Protection Regulation 

(GDPR) would have required Google to make the issue public, the breach was discovered 

before it went into effect, so the company was not subject to those regulations. In this sense, its 

failure to disclose was not illegal. But was it ethical? 
Discussion Questions: 

1. Did Google do the right thing in choosing not to disclose this breach? 

2. More broadly, who should make the decision about what needs to be disclosed and what does not, when it 

comes to data privacy? 



 

The Apple Watch Series 4: What Makes It Different 

from Previous Versions? 
David Pierce, “Apple Watch Series 4 First Look: A Medical Wearable in Disguise,” The Wall Street Journal, 

September 13, 2018; Joanna Stern, “Apple Watch Series 4 Review: Why I Finally Fell for this Wearable,” The Wall 

Street Journal, October 2, 2018 

Use with Chapter 13, “Services: The Intangible Product” 

When Apple introduces new versions of its 

innovative, popular products, it often highlights 

design improvements. And though the latest 

Apple Watch features a new design (longer, at 40 

mm, but with a shorter depth), the key differences 

reflect what users can do by using their wearable 

devices, that is, the services that it provides. 

Since the Apple Watch first appeared in the 

market, the ways that people use it have guided 

the new developments that Apple provides in each 

new series. In particular, realizing that consumers rely strongly on the devices to help them track 

their exercise habits, each new iteration has expanded the array of workout trackers available, 

such as including a yoga function, in addition to tracking time on the treadmill. The latest version 

is no exception; for example, it provides an automatic workout detection function, so even if a 

jogger forgets to start a run tracker, the watch starts measuring exertion after about 5 minutes of 

strenuous activity. 

In line with these health-related uses, the Series 4 adds some totally new functionalities that 

aim to improve people’s well-being. If a user, during the initial process to program the device, 

indicates that she or he is older than 65 years, the Apple Watch automatically installs a fall 

detection service. This service also is available for younger users, but they need to turn it on 

proactively. When the watch detects that someone has fallen, it raises an alert, asking if they 

need help or are fine. If there is no response after several minutes, it makes a call to 911. 

Not only can it solicit emergency medical help, but the Series 4 can provide medical insights on 

a regular basis. This version includes an electrocardiogram (ECG) function, an app for which 

Apple earned approval from the Food and Drug Administration. This test is relatively easy to 

conduct—it determines whether people’s heart rates are too fast, too slow, or irregular by 

measuring their pulse—but previously has always required a visit to a doctor’s office. By making 

the test available at any time, simply by wearing a device that users probably would be wearing 

anyway, this service promises great benefits for people with heart conditions or other medical 

issues that might create concerns about their cardiovascular functions. 

These health- and exercise-related improvements are not the only additions. The new Apple 

Watch also offers a walkie-talkie function, and it allows for more apps to be displayed on the 

watch face. Apple promises that the cellular connections are improved as well, though some 

early adopters indicate that it remains spotty, similar to the service provided by the Series 3, 

which was the first to offer a cellular link. 
Discussion Questions: 

1. According to the new elements introduced in the Series 4, how does Apple decide what new services to 

introduce when it revises this device? 

2. Is the Series 4 a new product or a new service? Justify your answer. 
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Art and the Fashionable Sock: A New Era in 

Licensing Agreements 
Jacob Gallagher, “Has Fashion’s Licensing of Art Gone Too Far?” The Wall Street Journal, October 8, 2018 

Use with Chapter 11, “Product, Branding, and Packaging Decisions” 

 

Conventional licensing agreements usually involve a 

brand granting the rights to its popular image or features to 

a manufacturer. Disney licenses firms to produce 

lunchboxes, apparel, and games with its popular characters; 

Porsche allows glove and sunglasses makers to put its logo 

on their accessories. But a new iteration of these agreements 

moves in the other direction, such that the brands 

themselves seek licenses from makers of a particular type of 

goods—namely, high-end artwork. 

Notable examples include Diamond Supply Co. and 

Uniqlo, both of which reached agreements with the estate 

of the late artist Jean-Michel Basquiat to produce t-shirts 

imprinted with reproductions of his immediately 

recognizable art. Basquiat images also appear on high-

fashion offerings from Comme des Garcons. The 

agreements open a new distribution channel for the brands; 

Diamond Supply Co. products now are available in the gift 

shops of various art museums that host Basquiat paintings 

in their galleries. 

Other agreements go beyond printing images on clothing. For example, in collaboration with a 

German sculptor named Sterling Ruby, Calvin Klein developed designs for its stores and runway 

shows. The sculptures might not appear on a Calvin Klein–branded jacket, but their prominent 

influence on the brand is clear in stores and displays. 

Although this form of licensing from the art world to brands has grown recently, it is not totally 

new. Andy Warhol was famous for promoting his artwork in various commercial formats, and 

his graphics continue to be one of the most popular sources for art-inspired clothing and 

accessories. The foundation that manages the Warhol licenses has earned more than $200 million 

from these efforts, most of which it issues as grants that support the arts. 

But other artists express some concern about the deals. When the artist has died, as in the case 

of Basquiat and Warhol, there is less chance that licensing the artwork will dilute his or her 

artistic reputation. For living artists though, there is a clear dilemma: If they license their work to 

a brand, will they be accused of selling out? If they refuse, are they giving up a golden 

opportunity to expand their reach and make a living? 

 

Discussion Questions: 

1. Are some brands better fits for art licenses than others? Why? 

2. Are some artists’ better options for brand licenses than others? Why? 
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Connecting Uganda: Are Facebook’s Efforts Socially 

Responsible or Strategically Smart? Or Both? 
Alexandra Wexler, “Facebook Pushes into Africa,” The Wall Street Journal, October 8, 2018 

Use with Chapter 8, “Global Marketing” 

Uganda, located in East Africa, is a notoriously poor and 

challenged nation. But today, it also hosts approximately 500 

miles of fiber-optic cable that enable its citizens to gain 4G 

access to the Internet—an advancement that few other regions 

in Africa can boast about. The cable installation came about 

through a collaborative effort by Facebook and a local 

telecommunications provider, Bharti Airtel Inc. It promises to 

improve the lives of consumers living at the bottom of the 

pyramid, but it also offers great potential benefits to Facebook. 
In sub-Saharan Africa, most online users access the Internet using their mobile phones. This 

market offers huge room for expansion; for example, only 42 percent of the 43 million people 

living in Uganda have a mobile phone. Worldwide, approximately 3.8 billion consumers still 

lack any means to access the web. This gap limits development and education, prompting calls to 

increase Internet access to the poorest consumers as a form of social responsibility. With 

increased connectivity, consumers can participate more fully and easily in economic 

transactions, as well as gain necessary information for their well-being. 

These developments could represent a win–win for companies such as Facebook, who need to 

continue expanding their markets beyond the nearly saturated developed economies. If more 

consumers use the Internet, more of them are likely to use Facebook too. But this motivation has 

raised some concerns and regulatory attention. In particular, if Facebook lays the cable and 

controls access to the web, it has a strong advantage for driving users solely to its site, which 

could limit competition. Noting similar concerns, legislators in India banned Facebook from 

offering free access to its services to consumers. 

Another issue for Facebook involves national governments’ attitudes toward social media. In 

Uganda, a recently passed national tax requires consumers to pay a fee to access any social 

media sites. The rationale for the law, according to Uganda’s President Yoweri Moseveni, is to 

prevent the spread of false information. However, such taxes and limitations also might signal 

an attempt to control the information available to people. In Myanmar for example, leaders 

posted false information on Facebook that, according to a U.N. report, sparked violence and 

genocidal actions against the Rohingya ethnic minority. The report singled out Facebook for 

failing to do more to prevent and limit hate speech in the build up to the genocide. 

The ethical implications thus are multifaceted. Arguably, Facebook is doing a good thing, by 

expanding Internet access to some of the poorest populations in the world. But also arguably, it is 

doing a bad thing, by supporting oppressive government actions. And in yet another argument, 

maybe it is just trying to grow beyond the developed markets, where it already has reached 

saturation, and ensure its survival. 
Discussion Questions: 

1. How do Facebook’s efforts to expand in less developed nations necessarily differ from its efforts

in more developed countries?

2. What unique considerations do companies need to address when they expand globally, especially

into countries ruled by non-democratic governments?
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NASCAR Personas: Getting Winners into the Public’s 

Eyes and Hearts 
Jenna Fryer, “Column: NASCAR Must Push its Newest Winners into Superstars,” AP, October 8, 2018 

Use with Chapter 5, “Analyzing the Marketing Environment” 

Fans of NASCAR, watching races from 

the grandstands or at home, have little 

opportunity to see the actual faces of the 

drivers whipping around the tracks. Rather, 

their view focuses on the cars and the 

brands emblazoned on them, which creates 

a challenge for NASCAR itself and its 

efforts to ensure that new generations of 

fans continue to connect and identify with 

the athletes behind the wheels. 

In response, their goal is to find candidates 

to market who are both, appealing to audiences and skilled drivers. Jeff Gordon was famously 

both: He drove like the dickens, but he also was charming, handsome, and appealing in 

interviews and talk shows. Finding such a combined personality is hard, but NASCAR knows 

that it has little choice. 

For example, Chase Elliot is a young competitor and a legacy—his father was the famous and 

popular driver “Awesome Bill” Elliot—who has enjoyed some recent trips to the winner’s circle. 

But the Elliots also are known for being a bit taciturn, offering short answers rather than in-depth 

conversations, which may limit his potential to be the next big thing for NASCAR. 

Some drivers have taken the initiative to increase their popularity on their own. After Ryan 

Blaney won a recent race, he sought out a child in the stands to receive his checkered flag. The 

kid was wearing a Kyle Busch t-shirt, but when he and his father later sought out Blaney to sign 

the flag, they also bought a new Blaney shirt for the boy to wear at the next race. 

Such personal gestures are increasingly important for drivers whose lifestyles often appear 

divorced from the reality of their fans’ lives. As they rack up wins and prizes, many drivers 

adopt lavish lifestyles, flying private jets to the track and moving into mansions in remote 

locations. But NASCAR attracts a demographic that tends to earn lower incomes, and these 

drivers might seem to be denying the blue-collar roots of the sport. For fans, current and future, 

such disconnect discourages the kinds of engagement that lead to lifetime loyalties. 

Discussion Questions: 

1. What should NASCAR be doing to encourage fans to connect with drivers?

2. What risks are associated with making specific drivers the face of the sport?
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Loyal Customers Don’t Like Change: The Challenges for Marriott 
in Adjusting Its Loyalty Program 
Martha C. White, “Marriot’s Merger of Hotel Rewards Program Tests Members’ Loyalty,” The Wall Street Journal, October 8, 2018 

Use with Chapter 2, “Developing Marketing Strategies and a Marketing Plan” 

After Marriott purchased Starwood Hotels and its 

various brands, it initially kept the loyalty programs 

associated with the different brands separate. But 

several years later, it decided strategically to merge the 

programs, so that travelers could earn benefits whether 

they stayed at a Marriott, Westin, or Ritz-Carlton. The 

transition, unfortunately, was not as smooth as the 

company might have hoped, which created some 

serious concerns for some of its most loyal customers. 

In particular, the programs for both Marriott and 

Starwood offered frequent clients exclusive privileges, such as a dedicated telephone line that 

enabled them to reach a customer service representative directly to make reservations on the fly. 

They appreciated this additional service, because for frequent travelers, being able to reach 

someone who can help them while they literally run through an airport is highly valuable. 

With the merger of the programs though, the system became completely bogged down, such that 

customers were waiting for hours on the phone to make their reservations. Furthermore, the 

corporation sought to expand use of its automated system, meaning the loyalty program members 

had to get through several layers of automated elements before they could reach a human 

representative. 

The program members, especially those with elite status, were not happy. They also expressed 

concerns that the service gap predicted further diminished service in other realms. Would the 

personalization they had come to expect disappear at the front desk too? Another issue for a 

small percentage of customers was that the merger did not transfer their records from the 

previous version to the new, combined program. These customers were left in a sort of loyalty 

program limbo, unable to access rewards they already had accrued or add to them with new 

earnings. 

Marriot acknowledges the issues but also notes that with a merger as extensive and vast as 

this one, there were bound to be some challenges. It did not run a test in advance of the overall 

merger, leading some industry experts to suggest it did not do enough to avoid those problems 

though. But in the aftermath, the company has added 225 employees dedicated specifically to 

serving loyalty program members, as well as 200 employees whose primary job is to answer 

merger-related questions. 

Ultimately, despite the less-than-ideal implementation, the merger may prove beneficial for 

both customers and the vast company. But the hiccups and customer complaints highlight just 

how tricky it can be to serve loyal customers who expect more from their service providers. 
Discussion Question: 

1. Are the elite loyalty program members’ expectations described in this abstract reasonable

or not?

2. How can a company communicate with members to keep their expectations reasonable?
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Moving into Production: Netflix Establishes a Physical 

Location to Produce New Content 
Maria Armental, “Netflix to Open New Production Hub in New Mexico,” The Wall Street Journal, October 8, 2018; 

Maria Armental, “Netflix to Buy Studio Complex, Open Production Hub in New Mexico,” The Wall Street Journal, 

October 8, 2018 

Use with Chapter 12, “Developing New Products,” and Chapter 16, “Supply Chain and 

Channel Management” 

 

In its ongoing attempts to expand its 

content, the online streaming service Netflix has 

become a property owner. It has purchased a 

film and television studio in New Mexico, 

where it already produces several of its 

entertainment titles. 

The site, home to ABQ Studios, is already 

operational and has produced quite a few 

popular movie titles before, including The 

Avengers and The Lone Ranger. Netflix will rely 

on the studio to facilitate the production of some 

existing series, such as its Chambers and 

Messiah television series, and it plans to move 

more production of films that it will stream on its channel to the location. 

 

In addition to expanding its capacities, the deal gives Netflix various economic incentives, 

offered by the state of New Mexico to lure the company there. In turn, the company predicts it 

will add around 1,000 jobs and $10 billion in investments. This move represents Netflix’s first 

foray into owning its own studio, and it plans to hire a management company to take charge of 

daily operations. Thus it hopes it can control various elements in the supply chain for 

entertaining content, effectively and profitably. 

 

Discussion Questions: 

 

1. Is this example of vertical integration in the supply chain a good idea for Netflix? 

2. Could Netflix expand its control of the supply chain in other ways too? 
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Targeting Auto Insurance Rates, Not by Driving Record 

but by ZIPCodes 
Ann Carrns, “Your Neighbor in an Adjacent ZIP Code May Pay Less for Car Insurance,” The New York Times, 

October 19, 2018 

Use with Chapter 9, “Segmentation, Targeting, and Positioning” 

According to a recent study conducted by a 

nonprofit consumer advocacy group, the Consumer 

Federation of America, automotive insurance 

companies use ZIP code locations to segment 

customers and determine their insurance rates. The 

group alleges that this segmentation and targeting 

practice unfairly penalizes people living in lower-

income areas; the insurance industry argues that it is a 

necessary and reasonable way to predict the chances of 

an accident. 

The study investigated 10 cities and requested quotes 

from six different insurance companies, using a hypothetical example of a good driver who 

differed only in residential location. In some cases, widely divergent quotes resulted for people 

who lived literally across the street from each other but were assigned to different ZIP codes. For 

example, two addresses in Buffalo, N.Y., prompted quotes of $1697 and $2315, even though 

they were within shouting distance of each other. Although the variations were different across 

the cities and insurers, on average, people in ZIP codes in which median incomes were lower and 

that featured a higher percentage of minority residents paid $410 more annually for their auto 

insurance. 

An insurance industry group calls the findings misleading though, noting that insurers have no 

choice but to use addresses to determine insurance rates, because the address indicates where the 

car will be driven most. Such “territorial ratings” can account for factors such as weather, traffic 

congestion, and road quality. If someone lives in a busy, urban environment that gets heavy 

snowfall but has insufficient infrastructure to fix potholes, he or she likely should pay more for 

insurance, because the likelihood of damage to the car is greater. 

The auto industry also uses other demographic factors to determine insurance rates, including 

education levels, homeownership, and credit ratings. In this sense, using ZIP codes represents 

just another piece of information, enabling auto insurers to segment their consumer markets more 

effectively and accurately. 

But the Consumer Federation of America suggests that all such uses are inappropriate, 

because of the potential for discrimination. Poorer people living in areas with poor roads or 

heavy congestion have little choice but to be penalized. Instead, according to this nonprofit 

group, insurance rates should be based solely on people’s driving records and accident history, 

as well as the number of miles they drive each year. 

Discussion Questions: 

1. Is demographic information a fair and ethical means to segment insurance customers? 

Why or why not? 

2. If you learned that your insurance rates were much higher than your neighbor’s, even 

though you had similar driving records and habits, how would you respond? 
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Back when Amazon served primarily as 

a mediator between brands selling their 

products and consumers, it established a 

self-run service called Vine, which sought 

to limit the direct contact between those 

brands and consumers they might solicit 

for reviews. The idea was that by putting 

Amazon in the middle, the chances that 

brands could offer free products in return 

for better reviews would diminish. 

But the role of Amazon has changed 

remarkably, not least in that it now sells a 

vast range of private-label products under 

its own brand. Thus, Amazon is competing with other brands, and critics allege that by 

continuing to run the Vine program, it is granting its brands an unfair advantage, because it does 

just what Vine was intended to prevent: offer free products in return for glowing reviews. 

Although Amazon does not require or mandate positive reviews for the free products it makes 

available to verified reviewers, a sense of reciprocity or gratitude likely pushes people to offer 

better assessments. In addition, because it polices itself, there are few constraints on how widely 

and often Amazon leverages its position to benefit sales of its private-label products. 

Vine reviewers are not limited in how many products they can receive and review, so for 

example, one consumer received and reviewed 40 products in a single day. Analyses of the 

reviews affirm that the ones for Amazon-branded products tend to be positive and generic, 

whereas reviews of competitors’ products, not promoted through Vine, often are more diverse 

but also more detailed and specific. 

However, the content of various reviews often has less impact on buyers than the aggregated, 

average ratings. Therefore, if Amazon can prompt hundreds of 5-star ratings, its products likely 

enjoy a sales advantage over other brands that lack the same access to reviewers. 

Complaints by sellers on the site have raised some investigations by European authorities, 

seeking to determine if Amazon is engaging in antitrust violations. The retailer insists it is not, 

because other sellers still can participate in the Vine program if they so choose. Furthermore, an 

antitrust suit might be difficult to establish, considering that the prices Amazon charges for its 

private-label merchandise often are lower than those demanded by name brands, so consumers 

are not being harmed in this sense. 

Discussion Questions: 

1. Is Amazon preventing or limiting competition by pushing its own private-label brands? 

2. Visit Amazon and consider a product category in which it offers a private-label option. 

Are the reviews better or worse than for a competing name brand offering? 
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